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Foreword

For more than a decade, U.S. strategy toward Pakistan has been dominated by the struggle against terrorism. The war launched in 2001 in neighboring Afghanistan and waged, in part, in Pakistan’s tribal regions has overshadowed America’s other interests in South Asia, not least nuclear issues, regional stability, and economic growth. Today, as the United States “rebalances” its foreign policy focus toward Asia, and as the U.S. military draws down its presence in Afghanistan, the relationship between the United States and Pakistan is poised for reassessment. The outcome, however, is anything but clear. A clean break between Pakistan and the United States seems unlikely, despite simmering disagreements over a number of issues. Also unlikely is a full rapprochement. That said, if it chose to do so, Pakistan could contribute to the advancement of U.S. priorities in Asia, Afghanistan, and the war on terror, but the country’s weak governance, slow economic growth, and growing nuclear arsenal combine to cast serious doubt on whether it will so choose.

In this Council Special Report, Daniel S. Markey examines Pakistan’s complex role in U.S. foreign policy. Markey advocates a two-pronged U.S. approach to Pakistan that works to confront and quarantine the immediate threats it poses to regional security and stability while simultaneously attempting to integrate it into the broader U.S. agenda in Asia.

Regional security is with good reason the first prong of Markey’s strategy. The destructive potential of a weakened, isolated, and/or hostile Pakistan is, he writes, significant. An armed conflict between India and Pakistan, or a major Pakistan-based terror attack on India, would not only disrupt India’s booming economy but also affect wider regional stability. Pakistan’s internal security threats, Markey notes, are no less serious, and the possibility that it will continue to offer safe
haven to terrorist organizations, imperil Afghanistan’s reconstruction, or disrupt U.S. negotiations with the Taliban is a source of real concern.

Markey recommends that the United States act now to address these threats and work to contain the effects of Pakistan’s domestic challenges within its borders. He suggests that the United States open a formal dialogue with China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Pakistan issues and explore options for expanded counterterror cooperation with India. Markey also proposes that the United States restructure its military aid to Pakistan, decoupling it from the war in Afghanistan and focusing (as well as conditioning) it instead on Pakistan’s efforts to fight terrorism and violent extremism within its borders.

In pursuit of regional integration, the second prong of his strategy, Markey recommends that the United States create opportunities for Pakistan to develop relationships with its neighbors in Asia, particularly India. He calls for a trade agreement with India, Afghanistan, and Pakistan that would offer preferential access to American markets on the condition that those countries reduce barriers to intraregional trade. He also recommends that the United States support the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline project and, more broadly, that Washington focus its civilian aid on other trade-related infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and ports. The economic and strategic benefits of integration could be substantial. Markey explores several scenarios in which, for example, more normal relations with India could enable Pakistan to act as a regional trade hub or even contribute to regional security.

In the pages that follow, Markey offers useful recommendations for a revamped U.S.-Pakistan strategy. The result is a valuable report that, while emphasizing the urgent need to combat the many threats Pakistan poses, nonetheless provides a glimpse of what a more integrated Pakistan could in turn contribute to Asia. It is a vision well worth considering, if only because the alternatives could prove so costly.
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President
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January 2014
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Introduction

After 9/11, the global fight against al-Qaeda and the related war in Afghanistan forced the United States to reassess its strategy in Pakistan. The exigencies of counterterrorism and counterinsurgency established Washington’s primary goals and many of its specific policies. Now, however, the impending drawdown of U.S. troops from Afghanistan, along with significant U.S. successes in operations against al-Qaeda, require the United States to take a fresh look at its Pakistan strategy and to move beyond the “Af-Pak” era.

Washington is playing for high stakes in Pakistan. Pakistan’s rapidly growing population of nearly two hundred million, expanding nuclear arsenal, political turmoil, entrenched terrorist networks, and internal violence mean that it will continue to draw the attention of U.S. policymakers well into the future. There can be no exit from or quick fix for the welter of thorny challenges Pakistan presents. Therefore, the goal of the United States should be to defend against immediate threats while keeping the door open to cooperative ventures that hold the promise of delivering to Pakistan greater security, economic growth, and normalized relations with its neighbors over the long term.

In addition to Pakistan-specific concerns, policymakers in Washington will need to determine how best to factor Pakistan into the broader U.S. agenda in Asia. That agenda is a long and multifaceted one, but it ultimately hinges on perpetuating and expanding the region’s economic success. Continued growth, in turn, requires a long-term U.S. capacity to respond effectively to the reality of growing Chinese power, most obviously in the economic sphere but also increasingly in the military and diplomatic arenas. The bilateral relationship between the United States and China is the driving force behind the Obama administration’s “rebalancing” strategy; it has prompted a renewed U.S. commitment to regional treaty allies like Japan and it has energized ties between the United States and newer Asian partners, including India.
In Washington, Pakistan has long been considered peripheral to “Asia,” by which U.S. policymakers tend to mean East Asia and the Pacific. Yet the steady westward expansion of Chinese influence—starting with trade, transit, and investment—is likely to render that mental map all but outdated. Moreover, India’s growing population, economy, and global diplomatic stature have already captured the imagination of U.S. strategic planners who no longer see India as a mere South Asian player, but as a major U.S. partner in Asia writ large. Severed from British India at its independence in 1947, Pakistan has a history of tension and hostility with modern-day India and of close friendship with neighboring China. These ties of history and geography make it impossible to disentangle Pakistan from the broader Asian landscape.

Yet, aside from the Obama administration’s 2009 attempt to take a regional approach to Afghanistan (and, by extension, Pakistan), U.S. policymakers have not publicly clarified how they envision Pakistan’s role in a wider regional context. Nor have they explained how U.S. policies elsewhere in Asia should affect Pakistan itself or Washington’s relationship with Islamabad.

In Islamabad, the U.S. rebalancing strategy is already widely interpreted as part and parcel of an impending U.S. abandonment of Pakistan, tilt toward India, and effort to contain China—all unwelcome developments from Islamabad’s point of view. These concerns are likely to exacerbate Islamabad’s sense of insecurity and widen existing rifts with Washington. That, in turn, would harm U.S. efforts to address immediate security concerns (starting with the threats posed by Pakistan-based terrorist groups) and to build cooperation in ways that would lead Pakistan to play a more constructive role in the region over time.

Pakistan’s internal trajectory—whether toward a positive future of greater security and economic growth, a continued muddle of slow growth and dysfunctional politics, or a negative spiral of violence—will also affect its neighbors, including India and China. At risk are the U.S. interests in crafting an expanded partnership with an India that is strong, prosperous, and capable of contributing to regional and global security; avoiding a possible new flash point for conflict with China; and escaping major crises and similar distractions that would suck Washington’s attention and resources from initiatives to promote U.S. commercial and diplomatic projects in the rest of Asia.
To implement a new Pakistan strategy that focuses greater U.S. attention on links with wider Asia, Washington should take a two-pronged approach that effectively quarantines Pakistan-based threats to Asian security even as it creates new opportunities to integrate Pakistan into the region’s vibrant economy. To do so, Washington would need to reorganize its policymaking structure to reintegrate Pakistan into wider Asia. Among other policy initiatives, the strategy would include launching a new U.S. diplomatic dialogue with Beijing, New Delhi, and Islamabad to reduce prospects for regional tension and violence; signing a U.S. trade deal to encourage trade between India and Pakistan; and reallocating U.S. assistance programming in Pakistan to improve trade and transit infrastructure.
The primary U.S. interest in Asia is to maintain and advance prospects for a peaceful, secure order conducive to U.S. and global economic growth. Asian economies are engines of global expansion, opportunities for U.S. investment, and pillars of the international monetary and financial system. China, Japan, and South Korea are, for instance, the second-, fourth-, and seventh-largest U.S. trading partners. China and Japan hold well over $2 trillion in U.S. Treasury securities.

The Obama administration signaled its appreciation of the U.S. interest in Asia by announcing plans in late 2011 for a strategy of “rebalancing.” The new approach was expressed in President Barack Obama’s remarks to the Australian parliament in November 2011 and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s article, “America’s Pacific Century,” published in Foreign Policy the same month. As Clinton wrote, “strategically, maintaining peace and security across the Asia-Pacific is increasingly crucial to global progress.”

At the heart of any U.S. strategy for promoting peace, security, and economic growth in Asia is the relationship with China. As Beijing translates decades of stunning economic growth into international influence and military might, the United States has attempted to balance between two goals. On the one hand, Washington seeks mutually beneficial cooperation, especially with respect to trade and investment where the two economies are deeply interdependent. On the other hand, Washington also competes with Beijing for regional and global influence, supports allies that feel threatened by Chinese power, and hedges against the possibility that Beijing will use its growing power to undermine specific U.S. initiatives or, more generally, the principles and institutions that form the core of the U.S.-led, postwar international order. An effective U.S. strategy would, at minimum, encourage Beijing to cooperate whenever possible, play by mutually agreeable rules in competitive circumstances, and address other differences peacefully.
Effective diplomacy with China, then, is a necessary precondition for Asian peace and economic growth. Such diplomacy typically takes place in bilateral settings like the recent “shirtsleeves summit” of June 2013, but U.S.-China relations do not exist in a vacuum. By working with powerful states throughout the region, the United States will have a better chance to counterbalance Chinese power, if not necessarily to restrict or contain it. The United States thus has an enduring interest in strengthening alliances with states like Japan and Korea and cultivating partnerships with states like Vietnam and Singapore, both on their own merits and in part as a means to improve U.S. leverage with Beijing.

Hence the Obama administration’s desire, expressed in the rebalancing strategy, to project a more visible and active presence in Asia. That presence includes heightened negotiations on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) free trade agreement, U.S. participation in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)–affiliated East Asia Summit, a new contingent of U.S. Marines stationed in Australia, and an increased naval presence in Singapore, among other initiatives.5

Along similar lines, the United States has sought to cultivate closer ties with India in recognition of its significance in the region and its vast potential as a U.S. partner in Asia.6 Washington is not merely interested in forging a better relationship with New Delhi; top U.S. officials in the Obama administration have been unequivocal in their desire to contribute to India’s economic and military expansion.7 To be sure, the United States would have an interest in good relations with an enormous Asian country like India regardless of whether it was also seeking to influence China. Yet there can be little doubt that shared apprehensions about how Beijing will use its newfound wealth and power have brought Washington and New Delhi closer together.

Given the U.S. interest in Asia’s economy, Washington would be concerned about the potential for regional security crises whether or not they were directly connected with China. That said, flash points with the potential to exacerbate U.S.-China frictions—like the Taiwan Strait, North Korea, and maritime disputes in the South China Sea—assume added geopolitical significance. The United States has a particular interest in preventing such crises or, if that proves impossible, in mitigating prospects for escalation that would place Washington in direct conflict with Beijing and jeopardize the global economy.
Pakistan is implicated, if indirectly, in many of Washington's broader Asian concerns. The United States has an interest in Pakistan's security, prosperity, and regional relations because Pakistan has the potential to affect the region's economic growth, diplomacy between Washington and Beijing, and prospects for U.S.-India partnership. Given Pakistan's huge population (likely to top three hundred million by midcentury), geographic location, nuclear arms, and historical relationships with India and China, it is clear that a hostile or violently unstable Pakistan would compromise the broader U.S. agenda in Asia, whereas a cooperative, growing Pakistan would advance it.

It is difficult to predict Pakistan's future, as the range of plausible outcomes is vast and will be determined, first and foremost, by domestic developments largely beyond Washington's control. These potential futures range from anti-Western hostility and revolution to peaceful economic growth and democratic consolidation. In between is the muddled alternation of ineffective military dictatorship and civilian mismanagement, a condition in which Pakistan has languished for most of its history.8

Unfortunately, the current combination of massive population growth, abysmal education, and the gradual weakening of traditional institutions (both state and nonstate) makes it easier to imagine that Pakistan will be a net exporter of violence to its region rather than a net contributor to security. That said, Pakistan is not doomed to a downward slide; improvements in leadership and governance would enable the country to play a more constructive role over time.

Pakistan’s Role in Asia
PAKISTAN AS A THREAT TO THE U.S. AGENDA IN ASIA

A hostile or destabilized Pakistan would upset U.S. plans in Asia simply by diverting Washington’s attention and depleting U.S. resources. A serious security crisis in nuclear-armed Pakistan would capture Washington’s attention and suck the air out of other U.S. policy initiatives until resolved. Pakistan’s expanding nuclear program of more than one hundred warheads does not pose an existential threat to the United States of the sort posed during the Cold War by the Soviet Union’s massive intercontinentially capable nuclear arsenal. However, if pieces of Pakistan’s nuclear program were to fall into hostile hands, whether because future leaders in Islamabad take a more belligerent anti-U.S. stance or because Pakistan’s nuclear materials and technologies leak to terrorist groups, then Washington would undoubtedly use military force and any other means necessary to deter and defend against their use on U.S. or allied targets.

Similarly, Pakistan-based terrorists and insurgents—including the remnants of al-Qaeda’s core leadership, their sympathizers and affiliates, and regional terrorist organizations like the Afghan Haqqani network and Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)—threaten regional security and, by extension, Asian economic growth. Not all of these terrorist groups have yet demonstrated a capacity to strike the U.S. homeland, but they are clearly dedicated to attacking U.S. friends and allies in the region when the opportunity arises.

Motivated by the urgent need to degrade the capacity and global reach of al-Qaeda and its affiliates, the United States launched the war in Afghanistan, the drone campaign over Pakistani tribal areas, and a range of other regional counterterror activities, including covert intelligence operations and investigations of financial transactions. U.S. forces have successfully delivered a blow to al-Qaeda’s top leadership in Pakistan and Afghanistan, but many of Pakistan’s other militant and extremist organizations have grown more violent and sophisticated since 9/11. Some, like the Pakistani Taliban (TTP), now attack Pakistan’s state institutions and civilians in ways that were inconceivable in prior decades and that raise doubts about Islamabad’s capacity to maintain basic law and order, let alone to attract trade and investment in ways that would grow the national economy. Others, like LeT, persist in an old game of directing their violence beyond Pakistan’s borders.
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons and terrorist groups thus cast a cloud over the region’s general security and economic outlook. Moreover, if Pakistan lurches toward greater regional hostility or violence, the shift could create trouble between Washington and Beijing or to undermine India’s position as a major counterbalancing force in Asia, both of which would run counter to U.S. interests.

**PAKISTAN AS AN IRRITANT IN U.S.-CHINA RELATIONS**

A hostile Pakistan would contribute to friction between Washington and Beijing in ways that harm prospects for productive U.S.-China cooperation in other areas. Nuclear proliferation is an issue of particular concern. Chinese missile and nuclear designs have already played an important part in Pakistan’s growing arsenal. Washington’s desire to limit further proliferation of increasingly sophisticated Chinese technologies (by way of a hostile Pakistan) would lead U.S. officials into difficult exchanges with their Chinese counterparts of the sort that took place during the 1990s. As a recent example, the Chinese have announced plans to finance two new nuclear reactors in Pakistan. The move has rankled U.S. policymakers who consider it a violation of China’s obligations to the Nuclear Suppliers Group.

New tensions of this sort will be more likely if Beijing and Islamabad pursue a relationship analogous to the one China has cultivated with North Korea. In that case, China would quietly encourage and abet Pakistan as a hostile force, perceiving Pakistan’s utility as a dual buffer against the United States and India. In addition, China would use Pakistan as a vehicle for expanding its influence in Central Asia, Afghanistan, and other parts of the Muslim world. Chinese inroads into Pakistan, such as the Gwadar port along the Arabian Sea and the Karakoram Highway that links Pakistan to western China, would then assume greater strategic significance, permitting China to escape a U.S. naval chokehold along its eastern seaboard or to open a western naval front against India.

The risks to China of such an approach are plain, and this path is not consistent with recent policies from Beijing, which have tended to support Indo-Pakistani normalization and the avoidance, or, if necessary, the mitigation of crises in South Asia. Yet the possibility cannot be ruled
Pakistan’s Role in Asia

out in the medium term, if only due to China’s well-established history of supporting Pakistan to distract and unsettle India, and Pakistan’s own long-standing desire to use China as an external balance against India. Moreover, China would find it relatively easy to mask its strategic use of Pakistan in this way, claiming no responsibility for Islamabad’s belligerence even if it encouraged such moves behind closed doors.

Just as the United States has an interest in making sure that spats with China’s North Korean ward do not turn into direct conflicts with Beijing, Washington also has a stake in preventing the escalation of crises manufactured in Pakistan. It is hard to imagine that China or the United States would deliberately choose to escalate a U.S.-Pakistan crisis inspired, for instance, by a terrorist attack in the United States perpetrated by a group based in Pakistan. Even so, accidents and miscommunications would have the potential to push such contingencies in dangerous, unintended directions.

Pakistan as a Threat to India’s Growth

Even a marginal decrease in India’s growth rate will prolong its developmental path and diminish its capacity to play a greater role in the world in ways Washington hopes to see in the decades to come, including with respect to balancing Chinese influence in Asia.

Recent history suggests that the primary means by which a hostile Pakistan would undermine India is through terrorism. An intense campaign of terrorist attacks in India by Pakistan-based groups would distract New Delhi and undermine national growth by scaring off investors and disrupting normal business operations. Such attacks have hurt India’s economy in the past. In countries that routinely suffer from terrorism, like Israel, the costs to gross domestic product (GDP) can be significant. Indo-Pakistani hostility has always imposed an economic drag on both countries, spurring them to divert scarce resources to arms buildups (including nuclear weapons) and away from other investments, such as infrastructure and education. Indo-Pakistani military mobilizations, such as those that occurred in 2001 and 2002, have imposed significant human and financial costs.

India’s long-term economic growth is already hampered by Pakistan’s obstruction of overland access to energy resources in Central Asia. The persistence of political barriers to commerce with Pakistan,
which would otherwise be as natural a trade and investment partner as Canada is to the United States, will retard India’s growth.

The backdrop of persistent territorial disputes and deep distrust makes new Indo-Pakistani conflicts stemming from cross-border violence, proxy conflicts in Afghanistan, or access to water (particularly freshwater from the annual Himalayan glacier melt) quite plausible. And unlike early Indo-Pakistani wars (1947, 1965, 1971), any future conflict would have the potential to escalate past the nuclear threshold. Resources that India allocates to addressing such military contingencies are not available for promoting economic development (infrastructure, education). Far worse, another major war with Pakistan would likely have devastating consequences on India’s economy, undercutting U.S. interests by weakening India’s role as an enhanced regional counterbalance to China’s economic might.

**PAKISTAN AS A CONSTRUCTIVE REGIONAL CONTRIBUTOR**

Although there are many reasons to fear that Pakistan’s daunting domestic challenges will lead it down a destructive path, there are also countervailing reasons to hope for an improved Pakistan that begins to confront challenges to security and development at home and is increasingly prepared to contribute to regional economic growth and peace.

For Pakistan to play such a constructive regional role, its civilian and military leaders would first need to implement economic reforms and build better administrative institutions. Islamabad would also need to take difficult steps to get its own house in order, starting by tackling its homegrown networks of violent extremism. A stable, strong Pakistan would deal a blow to dangerous terrorist groups and their affiliates operating in regions from Southeast Asia and western China to Central Asia and the Middle East.

If, for instance, Pakistan’s leaders, including senior military officers, live up to their recent rhetoric about implementing a new national security strategy that prioritizes the need to tackle internal security threats, then they would be taking solid steps in this direction. In this context, past U.S. military assistance has shown it can pay dividends; Pakistani military operations in the tribal areas along its border with Afghanistan have benefited from U.S. equipment and training. Although deep
disagreements persist between Washington and Islamabad, the two sides have also achieved important military and counterterror successes on issues where they see eye to eye.

If Pakistan and India were to build sufficient trust to overcome past animosity and sufficient capacity to put down the armed groups that benefit from disrupting their trade and transit, Pakistan would offer a thoroughfare for Central Asian energy supplies—by way of pipelines or power lines—to feed the huge and increasing demand throughout South and Southeast Asia. Years of negotiations on energy pipelines through Pakistan to India (from Turkmenistan and Iran) provide ample evidence of India’s eagerness to seize such opportunities despite its history of conflict with Pakistan.

Under such conditions, Pakistan would serve as an overland transit hub, linking new transit corridors that run both east-west and north-south. India is eager to build ties with the fast-growing states of ASEAN, and plans are already being hatched to construct networks of roads, rail lines, and air- and seaports linking the region all the way from Vietnam to Central Asia, and from there on to Europe.16 At the same time, Beijing is working on a north-south route that connects western China through Pakistan to the Arabian Sea. These overlapping networks would create positive, mutually reinforcing incentives in Pakistan to upgrade infrastructure, improve its internal security and legal protections in ways that would offer greater confidence to foreign investors, and maintain peaceful relations with its neighbors.

Warmer relations with India would likewise free Pakistan’s military to make broader regional security contributions, for instance, by expanding its participation in UN peacekeeping operations and the counterpiracy and counterterror task forces of the Combined Maritime Forces coalition based in Manama, Bahrain. Moreover, Pakistan’s leaders would enhance their regional clout by lending military muscle to new and emerging multilateral Asian security initiatives, whether under the inclusive umbrella of the ASEAN Regional Forum or through other smaller, task-oriented groups. With all of these contributions, Pakistan would serve the broader U.S. goal of expanding Asian prosperity and contributing, if indirectly, to global and U.S. economic growth.

Finally, a cooperative, stable Pakistan would also advance the U.S. interest in responding effectively to China’s regional influence and growing economic power. If the U.S.-China relationship continues to be marked by both geopolitical competition and cooperation, as is
generally expected, Pakistan is unusually well positioned to play a non-aligned role, in which it would maintain ties with both Washington and Beijing and reap the benefits of each relationship without having to pick sides. In that case, Washington would be able to use contacts and access inside Pakistan to more easily track and respond to Chinese diplomatic, military, and commercial activities in South and Central Asia. If U.S.-China relations swing toward greater competition and conflict, the utility of that vantage point on China’s western flank would grow. Alternatively, if U.S.-China relations trend toward warmer cooperation, Pakistan would be a good place for Washington and Beijing to practice working together in the service of regional economic growth and security.
Pakistan Strategy: Af-Pak Versus Asia

At issue is whether the United States is better off dealing with Pakistan through a bureaucratic and strategic framework that continues to prioritize connections with Afghanistan, or if it makes more sense for the United States to reorient its Pakistan strategy toward a wider Asian approach.

**OPTION 1: CONTINUE AF-PAK STRATEGY**

At present, U.S. strategy toward Pakistan remains primarily rooted in post-9/11 Af-Pak issues: the counterterror campaign and the war in Afghanistan. This strategic emphasis is also reflected in bureaucratic structures of policymaking in Washington, where the U.S. departments of State and Defense, as well as the National Security Staff, have all been reconfigured at various points during the past decade to improve coordination and expand resources for U.S. policies that span the Afghanistan-Pakistan border. To the extent that U.S. policy has considered Pakistan in a regional context, it has centered on Afghanistan, such as through the Regional Economic Cooperation Conferences or the “new silk road” scheme to increase trade and transit via Afghanistan into Central Asia.

The chief reason to continue pursuing this approach toward Pakistan is that the United States has considerable unfinished business in the Af-Pak portfolio. True, Washington has scored significant victories against al-Qaeda in Pakistan and Afghanistan. And come what may, the Obama administration has clearly resolved to downsize the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan over the course of 2014. Even so, the United States still has a long list of unmet goals for Pakistan that are directly related to the Af-Pak agenda of counterterrorism and war.
Washington’s to-do list with Pakistan starts with the logistical puzzle of how to clear a vast inventory of U.S. supplies, vehicles, and equipment from Afghan battlefields. Pakistan’s roads and ports offer the fastest, cheapest route home, but recent experience has taught the United States that it cannot take the unimpeded flow of war materiel through Pakistan for granted. More generally, Islamabad will play an important role in determining whether even Washington’s scaled-back ambitions for post-2014 Afghanistan will succeed. How Pakistan uses its relationships with Afghan Taliban leaders will, for instance, have a direct effect on the outcome of reconciliation talks pursued by both Kabul and Washington.

Even more contentious bilateral issues that have yet to be resolved include the persistence of international terrorist safe havens on Pakistani soil and the U.S. use of drones to attack them. In addition to al-Qaeda and its affiliates, Washington has grave concerns about other violent extremist organizations based in Pakistan, some of which—like Lashkar-e-Taiba—have enjoyed the support of the Pakistani military and intelligence services.

The Obama administration has backed its Af-Pak strategy with considerable resources. At the height of the U.S. military campaign in late 2010 and 2011, one hundred thousand U.S. troops surged into Afghanistan. Roughly half as many forces are now based in Afghanistan, but leaked documents suggest that Washington continues to devote enormous intelligence resources to the region’s security threats. Pakistan also remains one of the world’s largest recipients of U.S. assistance, with FY2013 estimates of over $350 million in military and $800 million in civilian aid. Reimbursements for Pakistani military operations in support of the war in Afghanistan run close to $100 million per month. U.S. military assistance is principally intended to support Pakistan’s capacity to fight internal security threats, whereas civilian aid is directed toward demonstrating the value of U.S.-Pakistan cooperation and enhancing Pakistan’s security by helping Islamabad address its domestic challenges of energy, economic growth, stabilization, education, and health.

**OPTION 2: SHIFT TO A BROADER ASIAN STRATEGY**

An Asia-centered strategy for Pakistan would have two substantive prongs, supported by a reconfigured policymaking bureaucracy that
emphasizes Pakistan’s ties to wider Asia rather than to Afghanistan. The first prong would include policies intended to ward off or quarantine Pakistan-based security threats. In contrast to the status quo, the primary emphasis would shift away from Afghanistan and toward the rest of Asia, where the United States will have considerably greater economic and strategic interests of its own over the long run. The second prong would be devoted to enhancing Pakistan’s own security and development. Unlike the status quo, that effort would be advanced principally by working to integrate Pakistan into the positive economic developments of the Asian region, starting with trade and investment, rather than by way of large, direct U.S. assistance schemes.

Of course, the United States is already doing a great deal to address the security challenges that Pakistan’s nuclear weapons, terrorists, and militant organizations pose to the wider region. Where Washington and Islamabad have found common cause—such as in fighting against Pakistan’s homegrown Taliban insurgents—there would be no reason to alter the U.S. approach. In other cases, however, where U.S. intelligence gathering and covert operations are directed against threats the Pakistani state has been unwilling to tackle, such as the Haqqani network or LeT, Washington would need to reconsider the wisdom of remaining heavily dependent on U.S. personnel and facilities now based in Afghanistan. Over the long run (and perhaps much sooner if Washington is unable to negotiate a satisfactory bilateral security agreement with Kabul), maintaining a foothold in landlocked Afghanistan as a means to deal with Pakistan-based security threats is likely to be extraordinarily difficult and costly.

In light of Pakistan’s geographic location, India is the obvious U.S. alternative to Afghanistan. In recent years, Washington and New Delhi have taken steps to expand their counterterror cooperation with the intention of building defenses against future attacks like the Lashkar-e-Taiba strike on Mumbai in November 2008. However, given persistent terrorist threats and Pakistan’s clear lack of capacity (and, in some cases, will) to tackle them, Washington would need to ramp up its efforts in India considerably, perhaps even to the point of establishing military and intelligence facilities on Indian soil. Yet any such plan would immediately run up against India’s lingering ambivalence about tighter ties with the United States. A declared U.S. military/intelligence presence in India, even if directed against Pakistan-based security threats, is for now a political nonstarter in New Delhi, where Indian leaders jealously guard their freedom from binding alliances.
Alternative U.S. basing arrangements on the Arabian Peninsula would likely prove more diplomatically feasible in the short-to-medium term. Even so, seeking closer cooperation with India on addressing Pakistan-based security threats would still be a high priority for Washington in the context of an Asia-centric Pakistan strategy. In addition to offering the best geographical vantage point for U.S. military and intelligence operations against Pakistan-based security threats, it would build closer working relationships that serve the broader U.S. goal of partnership with India.

To be clear, an Asia-oriented strategy toward Pakistan would suffer if it is defined primarily by an overt U.S. tilt toward India at Pakistan’s expense. U.S. efforts to promote greater counterterror cooperation with India would therefore need to be complemented by diplomatic outreach to China. The main U.S. goal would be to encourage Beijing to counsel restraint in Islamabad. Fortunately, China’s growing interest in a secure western frontier, concerns about violent extremism, and desire to expand commercial activities in India and Central Asia lead Beijing to share with Washington at least a basic desire to see Pakistan rein in its terrorists and reduce tensions with India.

More generally, any U.S. strategy focused narrowly on security threats will alienate Pakistanis and reinforce a dangerous hostility from Pakistan’s elected and uniformed leadership. The second prong of the U.S. approach would therefore be defined by U.S. efforts to encourage Pakistan’s integration into Asian markets and political-economic institutions as a means of growing Pakistan’s economy and, by extension, improving its prospects for peace and regional cooperation. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) anticipates that 2013 will see 6.6 percent growth in the developing countries of Asia, well above Pakistan’s 3.7 percent in 2012. If Pakistan can attract greater regional trade and investment, it would have a far better chance of benefiting from relatively low labor costs and gainfully employing its swelling young population rather than suffering from the social and political upheavals otherwise associated with a massive youth bulge. Not only would this improve prospects for Pakistan’s internal security, it would also reduce the likelihood of Pakistan’s becoming a spoiler of regional peace.

For Washington, the question is how best to help Pakistan integrate itself into the wider regional economy. The United States would need to approach the problem in two ways: first by creating incentives for Pakistan and its neighbors to break down existing political and regulatory
barriers to trade and investment, and second by reallocating significant U.S. assistance and financing to infrastructure projects, such as roads, ports, and pipelines, that reduce the costs of trade and transit.

On the incentive side, Washington could, for instance, dangle the carrot of U.S. market access as a means to encourage Indo-Pakistani trade normalization. Some of the other U.S. development projects already under way in Pakistan, including hydroelectric dam projects, would continue to make sense as part of a general strategy to encourage regional investment in Pakistan’s industrial sector. Energy shortages alone are estimated to have cost Pakistan as much as 4 percent of its GDP in recent years.22

WEIGHING THE OPTIONS

Shifting U.S. strategy on Pakistan would require diplomatic and programmatic changes supported by a reorganized bureaucracy. The changes would undoubtedly create temporary disruptions and costs, but there are good reasons to believe the United States would still be better off adopting an Asia-oriented strategy for Pakistan and moving away from the present Af-Pak approach.

The principal problem with the Af-Pak strategy is that the United States’ long-term commitment to Afghanistan’s security is no longer credible from the Pakistani point of view. The Obama administration’s timetable for military drawdown and transfer of authority to Afghan forces in 2014 has sent the unmistakable signal to Islamabad that U.S. interests in Afghanistan are finite and dwindling. Other U.S. policy choices, such as leaving open the “zero option” for U.S. forces in Afghanistan after 2014, have further reinforced Pakistani expectations that a complete U.S. withdrawal is likely in the near future. Although U.S. diplomats and officers in Kabul routinely reject Pakistan’s skeptical assessment of the U.S. commitment, the Pakistani view is consistent with the politics of the war back in the United States, where popular support has dried up and senior administration officials appear willing to accept the public’s verdict.

In this context, a U.S. strategy that links Afghanistan and Pakistan also indicates the lack of a long-term U.S. interest in Pakistan. If 9/11 and the Afghan war brought the United States back to Pakistan after a decade of relative disinterest, the end of that war is, by Pakistani
calculations, likely to lead to another period of U.S. abandonment. The on-again, off-again history of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship supports this conclusion, even as U.S. officials dutifully mouth their intentions to maintain an intense focus on Pakistan, both with respect to dealing with security threats and to fostering peace and economic growth.

The Obama administration’s substantive and bureaucratic exclusion of Pakistan from its broader strategy for Asia compounds the U.S. commitment problem. Unlike neighboring India, for instance, Pakistan is conspicuously absent from official U.S. pronouncements about the rebalancing. And Washington’s policies are consistent with its rhetoric. For instance, nascent U.S. initiatives to promote regional integration across South and Southeast Asia, such as the Indo-Pacific Economic Corridor, end at the Indian border. A similar point holds for other U.S. security initiatives in Asia, which are increasingly likely to include India, but never Pakistan.23

As a consequence, policymakers and analysts in Islamabad have been left to draw their own conclusions about U.S. intentions in Asia and how those intentions will guide U.S. policies in Pakistan. Pakistanis tend to read the U.S. rebalancing as a strategy aimed at containing China, one of Pakistan’s only allies; tilting toward India, Pakistan’s archenemy; and ignoring Pakistan.24

All told, the present U.S. approach of linking Pakistan with Afghanistan while excluding it from the wider Asian agenda feeds Pakistani anxieties in counterproductive ways. History suggests that insecurity has rarely led Islamabad to restraint, especially when it comes to the fear of Indian hegemony. As in the past, Pakistan’s military is more likely to invest a disproportionate share of the state’s resources in conventional arms and nuclear missiles, and more inclined to cling to militant and terrorist groups (like LeT) as asymmetrical tools to counter India’s greater size and military might. To paraphrase Pakistan’s former prime minister, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, Islamabad would sooner “eat grass” than succumb to New Delhi’s dominance. A future of grass eating would, of course, accelerate a vicious cycle of inadequate investment in Pakistan’s people, domestic institutions, and infrastructure. It would render Islamabad even less capable of addressing the educational and economic aspirations of its people, and over time make it more vulnerable to revolutionary challengers at the local and national levels. Given Washington’s concerns about the Pakistani nuclear program and terrorist networks—to say nothing of the U.S. interest in the wider region—these developments would be most unwelcome.
By instead adopting a strategy that emphasizes connections between Pakistan and U.S. interests in Asia’s peace and economic growth, U.S. officials would more credibly signal Washington’s long-term commitment to dealing with the various challenges that Pakistan presents, no matter what happens in neighboring Afghanistan. Simultaneously, by communicating a positive vision of Pakistan’s integration into a peaceful and prosperous Asia, U.S. officials would be assisting Pakistan’s development in ways that are likely to be more popular and effective than past U.S. assistance efforts.

To be sure, the success of this two-pronged strategy will depend on Pakistan’s own policies and trajectory. If, despite U.S. efforts, Pakistan cannot or will not pursue a path toward peaceful regional economic integration, the United States would need to rely more heavily on the first prong of its strategy devoted to protecting U.S. interests in Asia from Pakistan-based security threats. Unwelcome as that scenario would be, at least a two-pronged strategy offers Washington a built-in fallback option.
To move away from the Af-Pak approach and implement a broader two-pronged Asia strategy for Pakistan, the United States should take the following military, diplomatic, and economic steps, all supported by a reorganization of the policymaking bureaucracy.

**ADDRESS PAKISTAN-BASED THREATS TO REGIONAL SECURITY**

To enable a long-term focus on Pakistan-based security threats to the wider Asian region, the United States should take the following steps:

- U.S. diplomats should quietly seek to initiate a dialogue on Pakistan with their Chinese counterparts in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Past crises in South Asia (political upheaval in Pakistan, Indo-Pakistani standoffs) have spurred episodic dialogues and cooperation between Washington and Beijing, so initial U.S. diplomatic overtures would recall those successes and stress the need to prevent similar scenarios. In addition, U.S. diplomats should continue to develop crisis management plans and protocols, including for the timely sharing of sensitive intelligence. Sessions should also be convened separately from other formal U.S.-China talks like the Strategic and Economic Dialogue in order to avoid the distractions of a perpetually overcrowded bilateral agenda.

- Starting with the national security adviser to the prime minister of India, senior U.S. national security officials should begin to discuss options for significantly expanded counterterror cooperation with their Indian counterparts, up to and including the possibility of basing U.S. military and/or intelligence operatives in India to address...
Pakistan-based terrorist threats in a post-Afghanistan context. These conversations would be politically sensitive, so they should begin only after the next Indian government is elected in the spring. If diplomatic discussions make progress, the Pentagon should work with members of the U.S. intelligence community to develop specific implementation plans for on-the-ground operations in India.

- To prepare for a likely scenario in which neither Afghanistan nor India offers adequate basing opportunities for U.S. military and intelligence operations directed against Pakistan-based security threats, the Pentagon and CIA should identify and develop alternative sites, most likely on the Arabian Peninsula and at sea, where such efforts can be sustained and expanded as necessary over the long run. The cost of these bases, while considerable, would be less than retaining facilities in a violence-plagued Afghanistan and less likely to arouse Pakistani fears than bases in India.

- The Defense and State departments should work with Pakistan’s new military and civilian leaders to plan post-2014 assistance to Pakistani forces involved in internal security operations and maintain training, equipment, and financial support at present levels. Congress should authorize and appropriate funds approaching the current amount of $400 million per year. Coalition Support Fund (CSF) “reimbursements” for Pakistani military operations in support of the international military presence in Afghanistan should be reduced, commensurate with the number of U.S. troops deployed there and the role Pakistan plays in promoting Afghan peace.

- Unlike the CSF, new U.S. military aid to Pakistan should not be linked primarily to the Afghanistan war. It should instead be conditioned on Pakistan’s effort to address internal security threats, from the Pakistani Taliban to violent sectarian groups, and on Pakistan’s overall commitment to countering violent extremism on its soil. Rather than an all-or-nothing approach of legislating formal conditionality on U.S. aid, Congress should, as it has in recent years, work closely with the White House and State Department to calibrate disbursements of military assistance in direct response to specific Pakistani policies and operations, encouraging and supporting constructive moves while simultaneously discouraging others.
SHIFT WASHINGTON’S PUBLIC MESSAGE TO PAKISTAN

The United States should clearly signal to Pakistan and other regional players how it intends to draw Pakistan into its broader Asian strategy though the following steps:

- The U.S. embassy in Islamabad should publicly highlight Washington’s plans to include Pakistan in broader U.S. regional economic integration and development schemes as part of Washington’s rebalancing strategy. Senior U.S. officials should include Pakistan in their list of rebalancing partners in Asia.

- The State Department should sponsor a Track II (nongovernmental) dialogue on the broader Asian region that includes Pakistani, Chinese, and Indian participants from relevant academic institutions and the private sector. The forum should begin by focusing on areas of mutual interest (such as scientific and technical education) while avoiding hot-button issues (such as Kashmir and other territorial disputes) to encourage participation. If the quadrilateral forum meets routinely and builds a network of regular participants, after several years it should invite official government participation and should also begin to tackle more divisive regional topics such as nuclear arms control, transit, energy, and water.

CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PAKISTAN’S REGIONAL INTEGRATION

Although Washington cannot single-handedly enable Pakistan’s integration in the wider Asian region, it should take the following steps to encourage such developments:

- U.S. diplomats and trade officials should negotiate a preferential U.S. trade access deal for India, Afghanistan, and Pakistan conditioned on reduced barriers to intraregional trade. Pakistan has long sought tariff-free access to the U.S. market for its textiles, but such deals have never made headway in Congress even though they are not expected to have any significant effect on U.S. consumers or producers. Looping India and Afghanistan into the effort would serve the dual purpose
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of improving prospects for enabling legislation and encouraging the Indo-Pakistani normalization process.25

- Nascent U.S. efforts to promote an “Indo-Pacific economic corridor” and a “new silk road” linking Afghanistan to Central Asia should be tied together through Pakistan.26 To enable this, the State Department’s bureaus of South and Central Asian Affairs and East Asia and Pacific Affairs; the Office of the Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan, along with counterpart offices in the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID); and, to a lesser extent, the Pentagon and Office of the U.S. Trade Representative should consult with their Pakistani counterparts in the working groups of the U.S.-Pakistan strategic dialogue to identify the infrastructural, regulatory, and political gaps that stand between these two regional initiatives. To secure outside funding and investment for connecting projects such as roads, border crossings, and power lines, U.S. and Pakistani diplomats should work together to approach the ADB and other potential funders, such as Japan. As the effort matures, U.S. diplomats should work with Pakistan to convene regional conferences (similar to the Regional Economic Cooperation Conferences on Afghanistan) to address remaining technical barriers to regional trade and transit.

- USAID and the State Department should lend financial and diplomatic support to the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline project. In addition to ongoing efforts to help the project achieve necessary private financing, U.S. diplomats in Kabul should convene the participating states to plan and fund security measures for pipeline construction in post-2014 Afghanistan, such as dedicated Afghan guard units, since the principal obstacle to progress is the threat of violence.

- Future U.S. civilian aid to Pakistan should be devoted to improving Pakistan’s trade and transit infrastructure, especially its seaports and land ports, as well as promoting business development (through programs like USAID’s Pakistan Private Investment Initiative).27 To make this possible, the Obama administration should seek to retain funding levels near those authorized by existing legislation. However, given expectations of flat or declining U.S. assistance budgets, overall civilian assistance to Pakistan is unlikely to reach $1 billion per year. As a consequence, U.S. resources will need to be drawn from other
development projects in areas such as health and education. U.S. diplomats should approach European and Asian donors already active in these sectors to make up for the shortfalls.

- Because Washington cannot single-handedly integrate Pakistan into Asia, development programs should be coordinated with Islamabad and U.S. funds should be conditioned on Pakistan’s prior demonstration of financial and political commitment to specific projects. U.S. officials should be clear that aid is politically sustainable only within a cooperative bilateral context but should avoid linking development aid to security issues over which Pakistan’s civilian leaders lack control.

**RESTRICTURE U.S. POLICYMAKING BUREAUCRACY**

To support the new strategy that removes Pakistan from the narrow Af-Pak context and draws it into deliberations over wider regional issues, the U.S. policymaking bureaucracy should be reconfigured in the following ways, starting in early 2014:

- The State Department’s special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan (SRAP) should transition into a special envoy for Afghan reconciliation. Non-reconciliation SRAP responsibilities, including the management of Pakistan policy, should revert back to the Bureau of South and Central Asian Affairs (SCA), where they can be linked to a broader regional approach. In addition, deputy assistant secretaries in SCA and the Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs should be specifically tasked with coordinating policies that span East and South Asia.

- The National Security Staff (NSS) should be streamlined so that Pakistan will more likely be considered on its own terms (rather than first as a subset of the Af-Pak agenda) and as a part of a broader regional strategy that includes India. A special assistant to the president and coordinator for South Asia would oversee staff managing separate portfolios for India (along with Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh), Pakistan, and Afghanistan.
• The Office of the Secretary of Defense for Policy should also be reconfigured to match the State Department and NSS. This would be accomplished by splitting the portfolio of the assistant secretary of defense for Asian and Pacific security affairs and naming a new assistant secretary of defense for South Asian security affairs. The new assistant secretary would have separate deputies for Pakistan, Afghanistan, and India.
A reoriented U.S. strategy for Pakistan is necessary, timely, and more likely than the current approach to advance U.S. aims in Pakistan and throughout the wider region.

Three factors necessitate the move away from a Pakistan strategy rooted in the post-9/11 Af-Pak agenda. First, U.S. involvement in Afghanistan is waning and Washington’s claims of a long-term commitment to Afghanistan’s future are not credible. Second, the U.S. interest in broader Asian developments, especially in encouraging continued economic growth, is undeniable. A strategy based upon such core U.S. interests will be both sustainable and credible. Third, Pakistan will continue to present significant potential threats to U.S. interests in wider Asia. A U.S. strategy for Asia that does not contemplate Pakistan’s role is incomplete, and a U.S. strategy for Pakistan that primarily considers its role in the context of Afghanistan is shortsighted.

To argue that this strategic shift is timely is not to suggest that the business of Af-Pak is finished or that Washington can simply move on from the highly problematic issues of how to wind down its military presence and leave behind an Afghanistan with the greatest possible prospects for security and development. It is, however, to argue that to delay a strategic shift would only exacerbate Pakistan’s confusion about its future relations with the United States in the post-2014 era, thus sowing counterproductive insecurities.

Moreover, this year’s civilian and military leadership changes in Islamabad offer a natural opportunity to rethink and renegotiate the terms of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship. Pakistan’s newly elected prime minister has clearly signaled his government’s desire to focus on economic development, pursue peaceful relations with Pakistan’s neighbors (including India), and rebuild a working relationship with the United States. All of these aims are constructive and consistent with a new, Asia-oriented Pakistan strategy.

Conclusion
The next session of the recently restarted U.S.-Pakistan strategic dialogue, scheduled to be held in early 2014, offers an ideal venue for senior U.S. policymakers to share plans and policies for Asia with their Pakistani counterparts and to explain how they perceive Pakistan’s potential for a constructive role in those plans. The dialogue should include a session in which State Department officials charged with managing East Asian and Pacific affairs brief the Pakistani side and respond to questions.

Admittedly, this new strategy presents U.S. policymakers with enormous implementation challenges. Yet the same would be true of any U.S. strategy that attempts to deal seriously with Pakistan. An Asia-oriented approach holds two significant advantages, however, when compared with the status quo. First, as hard as Washington may find it to incentivize and enable Pakistan’s integration in Asia’s wider economic success story, the challenge is far less daunting or costly than attempting to prop up Pakistan’s economy through direct U.S. development assistance. Even the massive expansion of U.S. civilian assistance to Pakistan during the early Obama administration to $1.5 billion per year (authorized by the Kerry-Lugar-Berman legislation) pales in comparison to the potential resources that could be leveraged from expanding Pakistan’s commercial ties with neighboring Asian states, starting with India. Washington can, at resource levels lower than those of the past several years, help to enable Pakistan’s regional integration. However, success will come only if Pakistan’s leaders also do their part. That cannot be taken for granted, but Islamabad does have good reasons to try, above and beyond any incentives Washington would offer. The remarkable development stories from other parts of Asia show that growth-driven transformation of entire societies is possible, even in the short span of a generation.

Second, and finally, by emphasizing trade more than aid and making a credible case for how the U.S.-Pakistan relationship will continue to matter over the long run, an Asia-centered strategy for Pakistan would be well received in Pakistan. That, in turn, would enhance prospects for bilateral cooperation across the board.
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